
BOOKS VERSUS TV

Why can't watching TV be just as educational as reading a book? interact with their mothers during TV viewing versus
reading a book.

But staring at screens isn't doing your brain â€” or your health â€” any favors. Researchers chose the book
because of its strong plot and engaging perspective from the narrative. Studies show the average kindergarten
graduate has already seen nearly 6, hours of television and videos before entering first grade, hours in which
he engaged in little or no conversation. Now, what about dusting off that old book to pass the time? Photo by
Soula Christou Mental health is an essential factor to living a quality life. For arguing through a Graduate
level framework. A town will be pictured on TV, leaving you to define what its characteristics are. Television
is relentless; no time is allowed to ponder characters' thoughts or to recall their words because the dialogue
and images move too quickly. And what specifically are the benefits of reading compared to watching
television or movies. This is exercise for our focus and thinking muscles. Afterwards, participants were
scanned again for five days following the conclusion of their reading period. The demand for reading might be
many things including learning, relaxation, entertainment. And with 30 percent of all adults watching TV
during dinner and 50 percent of preteens and teenages owning their own sets and presumably watching alone
in their rooms , the description of TV as "the great conversation stopper" has never been more appropriate.
Most scenes in shows are fast paced, high action, with constantly changing camera angles. Saying in print, "It
is a small town where the leaves are changing and people are friendly" tells you that the town is small, directs
you to 'look' at the leaves and what to think of the people. We love National Geographic as much as the next
person. Much more detail in a book Strange to say a lot can be fitted into a book despite all the describing of
characters, the setting etc actually converting books into TV or film tends to mean large amounts are cut out or
they become extremely long programmes. It is therefore vitally that children be able to read. Seldom is
mention made of headaches being a sign of more serious illness, nor is the suggestion offered that elbow
grease and hard work are viable alternatives to stains and boredom. Reading is exercise for the brain. This
finding is supported by the fact that today's kindergartners have the highest reading-readiness scores ever
achieved at that level and yet these same students tail off dismally by fourth and fifth grades. Children learn
the most by questioning. You simply sit and let a television show unfold with your brain on receive. For
example, during the Panama invasion, 60 percent said they followed the war closely but only 12 percent were
able to identify General Colin Powell. Some people have substituted streaming reading with TV binges, which
we often do when we're stressed, tired, lazy, or avoiding a task that we really don't want to tackle. For
sponsorship information, click here. In fact, a survey conducted by the Pew Research Center found 15 percent
of readers do so to escape and explore their inner imaginations. Nor does the mindless viewing stop at
kindergarten. We admit it, this is one of the attractions of television on occasion. Reading develops better
verbal and empathy skills see below. Television's conception of childhood, rather than being progressive, is
regressive - a throwback, in fact, to the Middle Ages. Yet reading can have great impact on how we react in
social situations. Books have words to describe each new character that is introduced. Postman points to
Philippe Aries's research, which shows that until the s children over the age of five were treated and governed
as though they were adults. Meanwhile 26 percent of those who read a book said they enjoyed learning,
gaining knowledge, and discovering information.


